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ith leather harnesses adorning their
heads to protect their horns, about a
dozen calves are lined up in the chute,
restless and anxiously waiting to be
released so they can return to the field where they
spent the majority of the 114-degree day grazing and
resting. On horseback to the right of the chute is
Jerold Camarillo, a two-time roping world champion
and owner of the ranch where this demonstration will
take place; he will be the heeler, charged with roping

(Above) My day at the ranch began with one-on-one
time with Eric Medlen, who explained the workings of
the ranch and the basics of calf roping. (Right) We
were later joined by Medlen’s friend and roping
mentor Jerold Camarillo, right, and fellow roper and
rancher Ace Berry, who gave me further insight into
the life of a rodeo cowboy.
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the calf’s hind legs. To the left is Eric Medlen, who
will be the header, responsible for roping the head, in
today’s team-roping exhibition. Camarillo and Medlen
give a nod to Camarillo’s brother Leo, who opens the
chute and releases the first steer. As the calf races
out of the chute, Camarillo and Medlen begin their
pursuit, ropes whirling above their heads. Camarillo
guides the steer away from the fences as Medlen
focuses on hitting just the right spot to rope the head.
It takes only a couple of seconds before Medlen is
snapping the rope forward and zipping it around
the steer’s neck in one quick, efficient motion.
With his rope amply in place, Medlen guides the
calf back toward the center of the arena and in
perfect line with Camarillo, who is now focused
on getting his rope around the calf’s hind legs.

A couple of seconds later, Camarillo lets the rope fly,
and the calf is stopped in its tracks, successfully
roped by the team.
Medlen looks as comfortable mounted on a horse
as he does behind the wheel of John Force’s Castrol
Syntec Ford Mustang Funny Car, and for good
reason. Long before he took over driving duties of
the 7,000-horsepower flopper, Medlen spent his days
on horseback, roping in individual and team
competitions. Medlen won more than a few roping
titles, including a high school championship, which
is pretty impressive considering he had “never even
touched a horse” until he was a teenager.
Most of Medlen’s childhood was spent around race
cars. His father John raced everything from
hydroplane boats and stock cars to sprint cars and
dragsters, and as such, Medlen spent all of his free
time with his father at the shop or at the racetrack.
That is until Medlen’s parents split when he was in
seventh grade and John moved his shop to Arkansas.
Medlen stayed in Oakdale, Calif., with his mother
Mimi, and that is when he was introduced to roping.
Medlen’s cousin Justin was into rodeos, riding bulls
and roping, and he got Medlen into the sport.
“We were over at his house one night, and Justin
was fooling around with his ropes and stuff,” said
Medlen. “I thought, ‘Wow, that looks cool.’ He
showed me a couple of things, and it kind of took
off from there. That’s what I did off and on for the
next 10 years.”

Camarillo and Medlen release the calf, coil their
ropes, and begin trotting back to their starting spots for
another go at it. By this time the crowd at Camarillo’s
ranch has become quite large — not only are my photographer Richard Shute and I taking in the action but so
are Medlen’s mother, Camarillo’s family, Force and his
wife Laurie and daughters Ashley and Courtney, the
crew from the A&E show Driving Force, ropers who
work with Camarillo regularly, and some of the folks
from town who have come to see their native son return
to his roots — and the group is applauding Camarillo
and Medlen’s success. I am in awe of what has
transpired because not only has it been more than a
year since Medlen was on a horse roping but also
because it all happened just as he explained to me in
great detail earlier in the day when I began my first day
at “Camp Jerold (and, for today, Medlen).”
“Camp Jerold” is the name affectionately given to
Camarillo’s ranch in Oakdale. Located in Northern
California near Modesto, Oakdale is a small
ranching community that has a distinct Old West
feel. The town has a cowboy museum, locals use the
Oakdale Feed and Seed as a key part of driving
directions, and after a long day, residents head
down to the H-Bar-B, the local watering hole, which
has classic swinging doors and a long, sweeping
wooden bar. On the walls, naturally, are rodeo
photos featuring action from the Oakdale Rodeo, one
of the top rodeos in the country, and some of
Oakdale’s best, including Camarillo.

Camarillo moved to Oakdale, known as a hotbed of
rodeo activity, in the early 1960s. He and his brother
Leo had just joined the professional rodeo ranks, and
Oakdale proved to be the perfect home base for them.
Camarillo continues to call Oakdale home, living on a
ranch just outside the main town center. In addition
to training for rodeos and caring for and raising
championship horses, Camarillo has trained many
young ropers, including Medlen. It is from this
training that the “Camp Jerold” moniker came.
On many summer days, Camarillo hosts summercamp-type programs to teach kids the ins and outs of
calf roping. He has a very structured program for new
students that begins with groundwork with dummy
steers, then moves to the “stick,” a plastic practice
horse that sits behind a mechanical calf that features
moving feet, and finally into the arena, where they
eventually work with live horses and calves.
My roping lesson with Medlen and Camarillo began
in the same fashion as for any other “Camp Jerold”
newbie: on the ground with the dummy steers. Medlen
begins by telling me the basics of how to hold the rope.
The lasso is in my right hand, which is gloved to
prevent rope burns, with my fingers positioned down
from the honda, the small loop the rope is fed through
to create your roping loop. Medlen impresses on me
the importance of finger placement: My index finger
should remain pointed straight out across the top of
the rope, and my thumb must stay pointed down. In
my left hand, which must stay waist-high because this

hand would also be holding the reigns on a horse, is
the remaining rope, coiled neatly into three equal loops.
Index finger straight out, thumb down, and left hand
at the waist — got it!
Once I get the rope positioned just right, we move
on to lesson number two: how to pick up the rope in a
hurry. Just as every second is important in drag racing,
every second is crucial in calf roping. If you miss on
your first throw, you want to get the rope back in your
hands quickly so you can try again. To do this, Medlen
explains, you first grab part of the line leading to your
loop and flip it into the left hand. You then repeat the
action, which this time will send the loop into the air
so you can grab it. I get the first flip down, guiding the
extra rope into my left hand, then it’s time to flip the
loop into the air, which I discover is not as easy as it
sounds. Before I know it, the loop is going over my
head, and I’m ducking so it doesn’t hit me. “Close,”
says Medlen. “Good try. Let’s do it again.” Alright. flipcoil-flip-grab — I can do this. Again, I get the first flip
down with no problems, then I prep myself for the
second flip and grabbing the loop. This time, though
not as graceful or perfect as when Medlen did it, the
loop actually ends up in my hand — success! I practice
this move a couple more times, getting more and more
comfortable with it, then Medlen announces it’s time to
try to rope something.
Medlen’s skill and ability to explain the do’s and
don’ts of calf roping are a credit to Camarillo and his
talents. Medlen hooked up with Camarillo early in his
roping career, and he became not only a coach and
mentor but also a good friend to Medlen, helping fill
a void left when his father moved out of state.
“As a kid, I was always down at Dad’s shop,
getting the race car ready or sweeping the floor or
hosing off the front of the shop, just working,” said
Medlen. “I would go to the shop, and he’d always
have a list of stuff for me to do. I was always with
him, so when he left, I basically lost my buddy, so
to speak. Jerold is another father figure to me, just
like John [Force] is. Nobody can ever replace my
dad, friendship-wise or just being a dad, but some of
those guys, like Jerold, take his place when he’s not
around. I still talk to Jerold at least once a week.”
After giving me the basics on what it takes to swing
a rope — your wrist, elbow, and shoulder all rotate
together — Medlen tells me to give it a try, remembering,
of course, to keep my index finger out and my thumb
down. I fling the rope above my head and begin twirling
it, and Medlen gives me an encouraging “good.” I
continue to swing the rope for what seems like an
eternity (who knew I had all of those muscles in my
arms?) as Medlen says, “Keep going. That’s good. Just
keep going.” Then, it’s the moment of truth. “Now, walk
to page 20

(Above) Before I could throw the rope, I first had to learn
how to hold it properly, and I learn very quickly that
proper finger placement is the key to success in roping.
(Right) As is the case with any new student who comes
to “Camp Jerold,” I began my roping lesson doing
groundwork. My first roping targets were these dummy
steers, made from wood blocks and real horns.
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from page 19

toward [the dummy steer], and go ahead and throw it.
Aim right here,” says Medlen, who is pointing to the
center of the neck of one of the dummy steers. “When
you throw the rope, you kind of throw it like you would
a baseball, following it through and keeping your palms
down.” “Okay, like a baseball,” I think. I take a deep
breath, swinging the rope above my head a few more
times, then let it fly. I would love to say I got it right
away, but, well, that just didn’t happen. The rope went
flying over the steer and landed in the dirt to the left of
it. Medlen remains encouraging, “Good try. Watch when
you release it. Let’s try it again.” What happened next

planned. However, though he enjoyed roping, especially the time spent with Camarillo, Medlen’s heart
was in racing, and he always dreamed of returning
to motorsports. That dream became a reality when
Medlen’s father called in December 1995 with an
offer to work with Force’s race team.
“Up until that point, my dad would always call and
say, ‘Well, we might need a guy this summer,’ ” said
Medlen. “I’d get so excited, then he either, one,
wouldn’t call, or, two, say, ‘Well, we can’t do it.’ So
I’d always get let down, and every time I’d get more
excited, so I’d be let down further. When he called
for the Force deal, I thought, ‘Yeah, Dad, that’d be
great. It won’t happen.’ I remember Jerold asking me
what I was going to do, and I told
him not to worry. Well, my dad
called the next day and asked if I
had thought about his offer, and I
was like, ‘Well, uh, yeah, I thought
you were kidding.’ He asked when I
could be there, I asked when he
wanted me there, and he said, ‘How
about tomorrow night?’ ”
With Camarillo’s blessing,
Medlen took his father up on the
offer and was soon on the road to
begin his new job as a crewmember
for John Force Racing. Though he
was sad to leave Camarillo, making
the choice between roping and
racing was an easy one for him.
“The rodeo stuff is a big part
of my life, but it’s not really my
life,” said Medlen. “Racing has
always been my life, so this was a
dream come true.”
He began his dream job in
motorsports in 1996, serving as a
crewmember first on the Castrol Syntec
team with his father and driver Tony
Pedregon and later on Force’s Castrol
GTX team. That dream job became even
better for Medlen in 2004 when he was
tapped to replace Pedregon as driver of
the flopper tuned by his father.
“I kind of had the thought that
[becoming a driver] wouldn’t happen,”
said Medlen. “I took it upon myself to
find other ways to race because I really
wanted to drive. I put together a shifter
kart team, and I went to Frank Hawley’s
[NHRA] Drag Racing School. I ended up

was a series of unsuccessful tries with me finding new
ways to not rope the dummy steer each time. My second
throw was too short, one didn’t have enough force to it,
my thumb didn’t want to stay down (which I realized
when I heard Camarillo tell Medlen, “Tell her to keep
her thumb down.”), and so on and so on. Medlen
stayed encouraging throughout the process, showing me
the right way to rope a calf a number of times. He, of
course, hit the target with great precision every time.
It is apparent as you watch Medlen swing the
ropes and ride the horses that he could have easily
continued on this path and been a professional
roper as he and Camarillo had

(Above) My first, and ultimately only, real success of the day
came when Medlen taught me how to pick up a rope
quickly. After flipping the loop in the air, the roper catches
it in his or her hand. Surprisingly, it only took a couple of
tries for me to get this move. After watching Medlen
demonstrate how to rope a steer (below), it was my turn to
give it a try (above right). Unlike Medlen, who nailed the
dummy steer on his first try, my throw wasn’t quite on
target, falling in the dirt next to the dummy steer (right).

(Sequence below) After trying to teach me how to rope all day, Medlen and Camarillo put
on an exhibition just before sunset, showing how real ropers get it done. Medlen was the
header, so he threw first, aiming for the head (1). Though he had not been on a horse for
roping in more than a year, Medlen was in championship form, hitting the steer on his
first try (2). His job didn’t end when he roped the head, however. He then had to reign in
the calf (3) and direct it back toward the center of the arena (4) so Camarillo could rope
the hind legs (5). Camarillo, too, roped his target in one shot, ending the demonstration
only seconds after it began.
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just being extremely fortunate and
extremely lucky and got the chance to
drive for John [Force]. I was in the right
place at the right time when Tony decided
to leave. John is real big on family, and
honesty and loyalty are real big to him.
He considers every one of the guys and
girls who work on his teams just as much
of his family as [daughters] Brittany,
Ashley, Courtney, and Adria. I was his
choice because I had been there for a
while, my dad was there, and he thought,
‘I’m going to pick who’s not going to
leave.’ It has been everything I hoped and
dreamed it would be and more.”
Medlen has made the most of his
opportunity, winning five times in his
career, the latest coming in Sonoma
only days after our roping adventure, and
finishing in the top five in points his two seasons
behind the wheel.
After taking a break for lunch at Medlen’s uncle’s
restaurant, Steve Medlen’s House of Beef, we return
to Camarillo’s ranch to continue my lesson in roping,
and now I am more determined than ever to rope
something. Though Camarillo’s normal rule is that a
student must rope the dummy steer 10 times in a row
before moving on to the “stick,” we make an
exception for today and move to it. Though the horse
was plastic, I was a little nervous about actually
getting on it. The last time I was on a horse was in
my early teens, and I had help getting up. With my
heart pumping, I place my right foot in the stirrup,
then swing my left leg up and over the horse. In one
quick motion, I have successfully gotten up on my
horse. That would be my only success of the
afternoon. Much like it was before lunch, I continued
to twirl the rope and throw it with the same result, a
miss. The only difference this time is that I begin to
figure out why it isn’t working. “Oh, I let go too

Our roping adventure brought out quite a crowd to
Camarillo’s ranch, including the Force family: from
left, Ashley, Courtney, John, and Laurie. The group
unexpectedly joined in our lesson for an upcoming
episode of the Driving Force real-life television series.
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(Left) After a morning of groundwork, we moved on
to the “stick” in the afternoon. Located in a barn
on Camarillo’s ranch, the “stick” is a plastic practice horse that sits behind a mechanical calf that
has moving legs. Again, Medlen was right on the
money as he demonstrated proper roping technique for me. (Below) Because I was still getting
used to roping, I figured I would be best suited to
try to rope something that wasn’t moving, so I
went for the head instead of the moving feet.
Though I came close on this throw, I never quite
roped anything.

soon,” I say immediately after
releasing the rope on one
throw. “My thumb’s up, isn’t
it?” I ask on another attempt.
Though somewhat frustrated,
I continue to try, but I only
come close to roping something twice. I got really close
to roping the calf once (didn’t
quite have enough power to
the throw), and I nearly
roped myself another time
after looking up to see if my
thumb was pointed up or
down. The thumb was up at
that point, and down came the rope toward me.
“Well, at least I came close to roping something,” I
think, chuckling to myself. I’ll have to settle for close
on this outing.
Though a little discouraged that I was unable to
actually rope anything, my mood changes when I ask
Medlen how I did in my first lesson.
“You did excellent,” he said. “You didn’t get any
rope burns or cut marks or bruises, so that’s
perfect. I would say that you did better than most.
It’s actually an extremely hard talent to get. It looks
so easy when somebody else does it, but the best
people at their sport make it look easy — that’s what
makes them the best. The hardest thing to teach
people is to not get aggravated and not get down on
yourself like, ‘Gosh, I can’t believe I’m not getting
this.’ It’s not easy. Everybody who comes out there
is the same way, thinking, ‘Man, I’m kind of
embarrassed that I can’t do this.’ ”
Keeping a positive mind-set, I learned, is a big
part of roping, and it’s a skill that Medlen has
been able to use in racing as well. In fact, he says
the mental aspect is the biggest thing he learned
while roping with Camarillo that has helped him
as a driver.
“A lot of stuff [from roping] crosses over [to
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racing], particularly because it’s the same mind-set
with what it takes or what you have to do to win,”
said Medlen. “When you practice rodeo, it’s in the
practice pen. When you’d get to a big event, Jerold
would always look at you and say, ‘It’s not a big
deal. It’s just the practice pen.’ In other words, it’s
what your mind makes of it. If you think, ‘Geez, this
is the biggest round there’s ever been, if I screw up
it’s going to be terrible, and I don’t think I can beat
this guy or girl,’ you’ve already talked yourself into
losing. That’s what he taught me. Whether it’s just
for practice or for the championship, it doesn’t
matter, you put the same energy into it.”
That philosophy is well on display at the end of
the day when Medlen and Camarillo put on a roping
demonstration. They ride hard and fast and are
rewarded with a nearly flawless performance on
attempt after attempt after attempt, going until the
last calf has come out of the chute and the sun has
nearly set. I watch with a greater appreciation of
exactly what it takes to rope a calf, and I wonder
quietly where I might get me one of those ropes and
how long I’d have to work at it before I was actually
able to rope something. Looks like the calves aren’t
the only things that were roped in on this day — it
appears that I, too, am hooked. ND
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